
Communications & Security Notification

HS161
Training Language:
Eng/Ar

Training Methodology:

Presentation & Slides-
Audio Visual Aids-
Interactive Discussion-
Participatory Exercise-
Action Learning-
Class Activities-
Case Studies-
Workshops-
Simulation-

Course Overview:
Security Communication skills and security notification for industrial security are vital
and most managers recognize that communication skills are essential in business.
Managers need to be able to communicate, build relationships, and work with
individuals at all levels. Their behavior and interpersonal skills can affect others both
positively and negatively. As a result, this is a major element of good management.
Course Objective:

Acknowledge your personal behavioral style and its affect on the performance of
you, your team and colleagues.

-

Use an enhanced understanding of the dynamics at work within a team and
contribute in a more productive manner as a team leader.

-

Industrial Communicate and security notification in a more persuasive and
compelling style.

-

Adopt an appropriate style of interpersonal behavior for the variety of interactions
you complete during a working day.

-

Course Outline:

Dealing concepts and effective communication in industrial security-
Discussion and Analysis of industrial scurity communications Is aware of? Or art?.-
Dealing and effective communication in the industrial security area.-
Importance of communication in industrial security work.-
Definition of the concept of communication andsecurity notification-
Team spirit as a case of mental emotional security group-
Methods of dealing with certain types of presidents (Presidents not all giants and
dwarfs not all of them).

-

Stress and pressure of administrative work and how to get rid of the frustration in
the cases of administrative work.

-

Who Should Attend:
The leaders of the security and safety of staff and the nature of their work, which
requires dealing with all segments of society to provide excellent service to these slides
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